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Children, Costume, and Identity in the Chester Midsummer Show1

Child actors play a familiar part in the standard performance history of late 
medieval and early modern England. The practices of the cross-dressing 
youths in the early modern acting companies have enjoyed close examination, 
and the REED volumes and general studies of English childhood attest to the 
participation of young people in varied kinds of play and entertainments.2

Outside the confines of the acting troupes and stages of London, however, 
the study of children as a category of performer remains at a documentary 
level. Even when the identities of young actors are known, these figures are 
rarely situated within local social context or their immediate historical en-
vironment. What can the evidence for children’s participation in geographic-
ally-specific performance reveal about the changing urban societies of the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries? This essay focuses on the performances 
of children in late medieval and early modern Chester, using questions about 
gender identity and fashion to unpack the intricate social meanings of their 
representations in the Chester Midsummer Show.3

The roles of children in the Midsummer Show changed drastically in 
the decades before and after 1600, when depictions of boys in performance 
shifted from representing them as uncivilized and outside the social order to 
imagining them as a symbolic merchant ‘nobility’. This transformation has 
not been examined primarily because interest in performance in Chester has 
focused sharply on the Chester Whitsun Plays, which disappeared during this 
period. Like the Plays, the connection of children to performance practice il-
luminates some of the complex social and cultural history that underpinned 
urban identity in Chester during a time of considerable unrest. In the mid- to 
late-sixteenth century, boys played a variety of characters in the Midsum-
mer Show, which included five to sixteen ‘naked boyes’ armed with arrows 
to attack a dragon that was borne alongside them. The mayor of Chester, 
Henry Hardware, banned all carnival figures from the Show at the turn of the 
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century, initiating the end of this particular visual representation of children. 
In the last decades of the sixteenth century, however, many of the Chester 
guilds turned to a new custom in which extravagantly dressed young boys 
on horseback depicted lords.4 By the early seventeenth century, boy lords 
adorned in silk and gold dominated the symbolism of the Midsummer Show. 
The introduction of these figures roughly corresponded to a period in which 
the inhabitants of Chester faced new social problems stemming from the 
presence of troops bound for Ireland, increased urban poverty, and internal 
divisions in civic life and government, among other things.5 What did the 
diverging representative possibilities for children mean to the audience of the 
Show within this historical context? Boy lords overlapped with naked boys 
before the latter were eliminated from the tradition, such that the perform-
ances of children visualize some of the shifting social and cultural ideas that 
the guild members and citizens of Chester wished to project over time. In 
particular, local hierarchies of status influenced the choice of child actors and 
the significance of costume. By the seventeenth century, the body of the child 
no longer represented a sexual and societal blank slate, but instead recreated 
the social order of the civic elites through aristocratic clothing that drew on 
sumptuary law to safely express social distinction, social aspiration, and legit-
imized local authority.

The Midsummer Show originated around the year 1500, emerging from 
circumstances in which a group of armored men gathered ceremonially to 
represent the military defense of the city.6 The Show consisted of a procession 
of civic leaders and the city guilds that proceeded in a specified, hierarch-
ical order on a traditional route through town before breaking into smaller 
groups for individual banquets. Performed in alternating years with the Ches-
ter Whitsun Plays, which depicted episodes from biblical history that ranged 
from the Fall of Lucifer to the Last Judgment, the Show incorporated both 
fantastical characters and characters from the Plays into its procession. The 
carnival-like figures and play characters included the naked boys and their 
dragon, giants, and Balaam and his ass, all of which participated in the Show 
for many years after the final performance of the Plays in 1575.7 The young 
lords appeared as early as 1571, overlapping with the naked boys for sev-
eral decades before the lords became the dominant performance practice. In 
1600, the mayor banned the play and carnival elements from the Show and 
instead endorsed the practice of placing a young boy to ride at the head of 
each company.
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Despite some scholarly confusion over the presence of the naked boys, their 
participation in the Midsummer Show can be dated to the mid-sixteenth cen-
tury.8 In a 1564 agreement made by the City of Chester with Thomas Poole 
and Robert Hallwood for the supply, construction, and/or maintenance of 
‘ornamentes’ for the Show, the men are contracted to provide ‘won dragon, 
sixe hobby horses & sixtene naked boyes’.9 This entry does not specify wheth-
er actual boys or puppets appeared, and another payment for ‘Airows & skyns 
for the naked boy & workmanshipp all new wrought’ might indicate that the 
naked boys were constructed objects.10 It is more likely, however, that the 
naked boys were played by real boys in leather costumes who carried bows 
and arrows to attack the dragon with which they were paired, since several 
points support the use of live actors. London pageantry commonly incorpor-
ated naked characters played by actors during this period.11 Leather garments 
represented nudity in the English dramatic tradition and prelapsarian Adam 
and Eve wore flesh-colored or white leather to represent their nakedness.12

The new ‘workmanshipp’ of the second entry would thus refer to newly made 
costumes of leather for the boy actors. The fabrication of a leather costume 
demanded special skills and materials similar to those required for the giant 
puppets, as did the arrows, which may have been oversized for greater visibil-
ity.13 The arrows themselves provide further evidence for an active performer, 
since as props they would need to be carried separately from the skins. Con-
clusive evidence for the participation of costumed boys appears in two entries 
that describe a sum contributed by the sheriffs toward ‘payinge 6 naked boys’ 
and payments ‘for the makinge new the dragon … & for 6 naked boyes to 
beat at it’.14 These records of direct payment to individual actors provide 
the clearest indication that the Show employed boys who were paid for their 
work as the naked boys. Young performers, clothed in leather garb to repre-
sent their nakedness, carried the arrows with which they portrayed an attack 
on the dragon during the procession.

In these performance circumstances, the body of the naked boy revealed an 
absence of social status that the youth of the performer reaffirmed. The small 
set of characteristics used in the late middle ages in the visual arts to identify 
childhood included bows and arrows, and the use of these props in the Mid-
summer Show marks the naked boys as both young and naked, not merely 
the latter.15 Young children contained the potential for both good and evil, 
and nakedness was seen in this period as a way of revealing the true self.16 So 
the naked boys represented the idea of a natural, unshaped self, or a self un-
affected by civilization or culture while nonetheless carrying the seeds of adult 
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society within themselves. These boys did not perform without costume, but 
instead wore leather garments that depicted them as nude. This visualization 
of nakedness masked the potential evils of the post-Edenic physical body 
and redefined it as a neutral space. The absence of clothing also signaled the 
removal of the social markers provided by clothing, since without it there was 
no way to create or portray a false self.17 Thus through the representation of 
nakedness, the Midsummer Show devised a site beyond cultural definition. 
Costumed nudity in Chester designated certain children as being outside the 
hierarchical constraints of status and outside the social order.

Correspondingly, social status appears to have had little effect on the selec-
tion of the young actors who played the naked boys, following the general 
process of recruitment of children for roles in the early Midsummer Show and 
Whitsun Plays. For certain kinds of parts in both events, a few members of 
the community supplied appropriate boys chosen on the basis of appearance 
and acting or singing ability. The participation of boy singers from the cath-
edral, for example, resulted from payment to an adult who delivered them as 
a group. A reference to ‘mr Chaunter’ appears in 1567, when someone speaks 
to him about providing shepherds’ boys.18 Scholarship identifies him as John 
Genson, a precentor of the Cathedral who supplied choir boys for outside 
performances.19 Since Thomas Poole and Robert Hallwood assembled actors 
externally on at least one occasion, the naked boys seem to follow this model. 
Overlap between the methods of obtaining shepherds’ boys and naked boys 
suggests a meritocratic approach to the selection of both, perhaps based on 
performance ability.

The tradition of representing children as outside the social order decreased, 
however, in the last decades of the sixteenth century when a slow transition 
from the presentation of naked boys to that of richly dressed lords occurred 
in connection with the end of the Plays and with social changes in Chester.20

Unsettled conditions resulting from new populations of deserters, the unruly 
troops, and the hunger-stricken poor suggest some reasons why, in the last 
decades of the century, the characters of the naked boys became less desirable. 
Perceived pressure from the presence of ‘outsiders’ could have led to a new 
perspective in which the depiction of persons of ‘disorder’ was of little interest. 
In the meantime, more and more of the guilds adopted boys on horseback to 
lead their companies in the Midsummer Show, and official pronouncement 
validated the new tradition in 1600. Mayor Hardware caused ‘the giantes 
which vse to goe at midsomer to be broken …. The dragon and naked | boyes 
he suffered not to goe’ and substituted ‘aboye to ride as other Companyes’ 



in place of the Butchers’ devil.21 Scholars have scoured this pronouncement 
for evidence about the banned play characters, but its endorsement of a boy 
rider garners curiously little attention. Like the armored riders who have been 
linked with Hardware’s desire to restore order, the riding boys represented 
a visual stratagem for dealing with the difficulties of the day.22 Hardware’s 
reform uniformly imposed a common practice that had arisen in previous 
decades and regularized representations of childhood such that the ‘reformed’ 
Show expressed ideals about elevated status and proper civic hierarchy. The 
boys on horseback signaled a return to the military origins of the Midsum-
mer Show, but children now displaced armored men as the central element of 
display. The figure at the head of each company no longer connoted military 
or defensive power exclusively: the riding child symbolized a ‘lord’ with all 
the aristocratic connotations of that term.

Once again, the ‘true’ age and identity of the performers contributed to 
the creation of the character, and the desire for elision between actor and 
role becomes apparent from early on. The boys must have been fairly young 
since men held them on horseback and the children rested at stops along the 
procession.23 In this period, children who learned to ride could do so alone 
by the age of seven.24 Since younger children rode seated in front of adults, 
the boy actors were likely seven years or under. Noble children also began to 
wear miniature versions of adult styles in their seventh year, an initial step 
toward their education in elite practices and rituals.25 The Midsummer Show 
mirrored other such aristocratic habits in the depiction of the boy lord, since 
up to three men might lead a single boy’s horse and footmen and maids ac-
companied the riders.26 These subservient figures serve as external, supple-
mental markers of noble stature for the audience. The Mercers’ records make 
the representation of elite identity perfectly clear and merge the children with 
their characters when referring to them with the terms ‘lord’ or ‘lady’.27 In 
the creation of a symbolic member of the elites, the companies mapped the 
desired status of the character onto the real body of the performer so that the 
Chester children ‘played’ nobility at the same age that aristocratic identity 
began to be formed through sartorial and ceremonial means, with reflexive 
consequences for both part and actor.

The mirroring of participant and role had many important implications 
for issues of status. Since one company presented an aristocratic female fig-
ure, hierarchies of gender also informed audience understandings of the rid-
ing children. In addition to their lord, an elegantly garbed ‘lady’ rode before 
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the Mercers and Ironmongers. An agreement between the two companies 
describes the origins of the lady and her symbolism:

Item more yt is further ordered concluded and agreed vppon by the same companye. That 
vpon midsomer even at the watche. shalbe set forth at the charges of the wholl companye 
of mercers and Iremongers. for the saide show. and the stewards for the tyme beinge, to 
provyde against that tyme, some comely striplinge or boye. to Ride before the same com-
panye, and also to get some other childe, to Ride as agentelwoman or ladye, in respecte that 
the said companyes of mercers and Iremongers are vnited and made one companye and one 
fellowshipp, whereas before they were two companyes.28

In response to the merging of the Mercers and the Ironmongers, the two 
groups decided to present two figures in the Midsummer Show. The new, hy-
brid company felt the need to preserve and represent its dual sources of mem-
bership, rather than subsume both under one lord and so, in performance, 
the lord and lady visualized the unity of the guilds through noble marriage. 
Instead of depicting a homosocial bond between two lords – father and son, 
brothers, friends – the Mercers and Ironmongers reaffirmed the process of 
merging through a heterosexual pairing. The depiction of a male and female, 
joined in marriage, allowed the expression of both distinction and union as 
well as introducing the symbolism of the ideal patriarchal household.29 The 
lord and lady suggested elements of hierarchy within the newly formed guild 
through the representation of gendered family roles.

The potential actors further complicate the character of the lady, since the 
role may present an exception to the general rule of performance by young 
boys. A child rode as the lady as early as 1606.30 The company paid for gloves, 
hose, shoes, and two men to accompany the ‘geirle’ in the 1613 Midsummer 
Show and 1624 records ‘a parr of shewes for the gerlle’ and ‘a parr of hose for 
her’.31 The use of the terms ‘geirle’ and ‘gerlle’ could indicate that the child 
playing the lady is female. The similar role of the London Mercers’ maid, 
sometimes called ‘Lady M’, for example, was performed by a girl or woman 
dressed in noble costume.32 London and Chester may have both chosen bio-
logical females to play the female characters of the Mercers’ Lady M and 
the Mercers and Ironmongers’ lady. However, the Chester records frequently 
refer to participants by their roles and repeatedly label the boy actors as ‘lord’, 
with no indication of the child behind the title. The term ‘girl’ may simply 
represent the replacement of ‘lady’ with a diminutive term for a female or a 
child.33 Despite the potential presence of a female child as the lady, the ter-



minology may conceal a boy being dressed to play the part. Without evidence 
for specific performers in this instance, the question must remain open.

The possibility of male and female performers in the Midsummer Show 
raises ideas about gender with implications for other social and cultural cat-
egories, however. If a young girl played the lady, then the sex of female chil-
dren seems determinate at an early age. Since female children were sexed 
for marriage before puberty, they could only play female parts. Already seen 
as ‘future women’, girl children would have been uniquely suited to mar-
riage-oriented roles such as the lady.34 Alternately, the lady could have been 
played by a boy, which would correspond to a model of gendered perform-
ance that included the cross-dressing young men attached to professional 
theater troupes.35 If a boy enacted the lady, he would express flexible gender 
and the exclusion of women from the liminal realms of performance. Unlike 
the gendered girls who were ‘ladies’ from birth, the costumed, pre-pubescent 
male body could be seen as neutral or ambisexual.36 Thus in the transition 
from naked boy to lord or lady, young performers underwent a transforma-
tion from deliberately blank, pre-pubescent innocents to inherently multi-
gendered bodies that were ready to be inscribed with masculine or feminine 
noble identity. The unstable position of boy actors in the gender system also 
implied flexibility in other spheres, since boys performed characters of varied 
age and social status.37 For certain parts in the Midsummer Show, the body 
of the boy became a space ripe for forging the self. Costume expressed po-
tential roles through the visualization of traditional identifiers and symbols 
and served as a substitute for the boy’s natural body, producing new cultural 
meanings through performance.

The Midsummer Show also reveals attention on the part of the Chester 
companies to the cultural and social potential of special ceremonies linked 
to the participation of the child riders. The ‘changing’ of a boy into a lord 
through costume became its own ritual, a side-performance that accompan-
ied the other celebrations of the Show. Interest in the act of dressing the boy 
dates to the introduction of the boy lord, and in 1574 the Painters, Glaziers, 
Embroiderers, and Stationers spent money ‘at the dressyng of the chyld vp-
pon mydsomer euen’.38 The line is unclear as to whether the payment was 
for the costume or for putting it on the child. By 1588 the records become 
more specific, however, when the Innkeepers make a payment ‘for a quart 
of wyne to the Ientill women that drest the Chylld’ and the Painters, Glaz-
iers, Embroiderers, and Stationers ‘paid for drincke att the bowninge of the 
Childe’.39 In 1591 the Joiners, Carvers, and Turners also paid ‘Ientillwomen’ 
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to dress the child.40 Whether these truly were woman of noble birth, or as 
was more likely, women of common birth but good standing, the choice 
of title is interesting. By employing so-called ‘gentlewomen’ to costume the 
children before the Show, the guilds marked the process and production of 
nobility as a ‘gentle’ and thus elite act. 

The celebrations surrounding the ritual costuming grew more involved 
and more widespread as the practice of dressing the children before the Mid-
summer Show developed into a regular ceremony that may have recreated the 
dressing practices of the aristocracy.41 The total cost for the Innkeepers’ 1588 
‘dressing’ was two pence for a quart of wine, but in 1592 this rose to eight 
pence for wine and cakes ‘when the Child was in Dressinge’.42 The quad-
rupling of expenses suggests more festive circumstances, a lengthening of the 
task, and a complicated process of costuming. By 1607, many of the compan-
ies had taken up the tradition, now paying larger sums than they had before 
for food and drink. In that year alone, individual guild records preserve four 
different dressings at which between eight and twenty pence were spent on 
wine and sugar.43 Similar amounts appear in the accounts throughout the 
seventeenth century to pay for refreshments during the dressing. A 1633 deci-
sion by the Painters, Glaziers, Embroiderers, and Stationers to eliminate their 
Midsummer banquet and have ‘no drinking at all but dressing of the child 
according to the ould custome’ emphasizes the importance of the dressing 
ceremony to the customs of the Midsummer Show.44 Guild members wit-
nessed the dressing in a festive setting that used participatory group ceremony 
to fashion the socially mobile character of the lord.

The visualization of the social status of the lord character through cloth-
ing and accessories aligns with the contemporary desire for ‘fashionable’ gar-
ments. The specific costumes worn by the boy lords in Chester correspond 
with the growing interest of England’s mercantile elite in representing gentility 
through sartorial means. The children’s costumes expressed ideas of richness 
and luxury, and clothing was both sewn from raw materials and rented for 
this purpose. All the lords and ladies’ costumes shared a basic characteristic: 
they were made up of several layers of ostentatious and expensive garments. 
They incorporated large amounts of silk, taffeta, velvet, and ribbons, which 
might become gowns, cassocks, girdles, breeches, buskins, doublets, and 
cloaks.45 Accessories included hats, gloves, stockings, spurs, Spanish leather 
shoes, gold chains, and jewels.46 The costumes of the lord and lady riding for 
the Mercers and Ironmongers in 1606, for example, contained gold parch-
ment lace, two dozen gold buttons, and nineteen yards of ribbon, in addition 



to many yards of taffeta and silk.47 The expense and content of the costumes 
could even go beyond the personal possessions of the average guild member, 
as is indicated by a payment for travel by the Beerbrewers in 1607, ‘layd out 
in travelinge to procure a Chayne against mydsomer for the Childe’.48 Thus 
some guilds equipped their lords with clothing and accessories more lavish 
than what was readily available to their members, and such displays of luxury 
would have been especially striking during years of hardship in Chester. All of 
this went toward the formation of a ‘lord’ who derived his social status from 
what he wore. Expensive clothing identified the characters of the lord and 
lady, and secondary markers such as footmen and elaborate rituals of dressing 
supported this symbolism. The use of costume to indicate rank reflects the 
widespread acceptance of a connection between specific sartorial items and 
certain elite groups.49

The garments that formed the children’s costumes expressed a complex 
set of meanings about status that drew on a long tradition of legislation. 
From the mid-fourteenth century onward, sumptuary laws in England tried 
to restrict the consumption of many goods, including clothing, and declared 
in specific, hierarchical social categories who could wear certain fabrics, furs, 
and jewelry. Laws of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries prohibited anyone 
below the rank of knight from wearing silk, for example.50 Dress practices 
became a tool for emerging mercantile groups to engage and transform social 
identity and, in the era of the Midsummer Show, urban elites used fashion 
as a means of displaying political and cultural capital.51 Wealthy citizens and 
guild members expressed an interest in defining their social order as equal 
to that of the aristocracy, and non-noble townspeople assumed the ‘presup-
positions and practices surrounding sumptuary law’ when participating in 
the expression of political power.52 In theory, local mayors enforced such 
laws in urban centers, since a 1562 proclamation gave them authority over 
the surveillance of towns and cities.53 Although mayors rarely enforced these 
regulations, contemporaries nonetheless had knowledge of their content. 
The citizens of Chester were especially familiar with sumptuary law due to a 
prosecution that took place in that city under a 1554 act forbidding silk to 
anyone under the status of ‘magistrate of corporation’ that carried a penalty 
of three months in prison and a fine of £10.54 The increasingly wealthy guild 
members of cities such as Chester also used exemptions to the laws to their 
best advantage since local officeholders received a sartorial classification cor-
responding to that of knights.55 Local elites knew the rules of sumptuary law 
and employed them in their own efforts at self-definition. Rather than being 
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important for their legal impact, laws regarding dress defined a widely under-
stood system of signs that expressed social status in the urban environment.

The flexible ‘language’ of clothing also expressed social identity in a per-
formance context, during and after the era of sumptuary law. All regulations 
exempted actors and generally speaking, ‘the theater was a space outside the 
rules of dress’.56 Actors wore the discarded clothing of the nobility and made 
their own luxurious costumes. The trade in used clothing was vital to dra-
matic companies since clothes intended for any social rank or gender could be 
‘rented or sold’ safely to actors.57 In putting on the ‘costumes’ of the nobility, 
actors adopted the identity of the aristocracy while on the stage.58 Perform-
ance provided a liminal space in which the symbolism of certain garments or 
accessories could cross legislated social boundaries. The specific meanings of 
clothing in performance and the association of rich clothing with high status 
continued long after the repeal of sumptuary law in 1604.59 At that point 
the system opened to all persons who had the resources to purchase or rent 
formerly forbidden garb, yet despite the removal of legal restrictions, previ-
ous understandings about social status and dress still held true. Individual 
fabrics carried connotations of royalty or other status groups, even after they 
became legally available to the larger population. Thus, during the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries, clothing was transformed into a set of explicit 
markers for social standing through sumptuary law and functioned as a trans-
ferable social identifier within the realm of performance.

The Chester companies drew upon precisely this transformative social pos-
sibility in their creation of the lords in the Midsummer Show. The guilds 
avoided the proscriptions of sumptuary law prior to 1604 by dressing chil-
dren as nobility in a performance context, using rich clothing to evoke a 
hierarchical understanding in the audience of the social status of the wear-
er. Fabrics and jewelry defined by sumptuary law as marking certain status 
groups formed a major portion of the costumes. Regulations in 1463, 1510, 
and 1533 restricted to the ranks above knight the use of silk, counterfeit silk, 
cloth of gold or silver, cloth mixed with gold or silver, cloth embroidered with 
gold, silver, or silk, ermine, sables, velvet, satin, crimson, scarlet, blue, taffeta, 
and damask and also controlled the use of gold chains, ornaments, and em-
broidery with precious stones.60 Rather than dissuading the Chester guilds 
from presenting the lord characters, however, the rules must have functioned 
as guidelines since child actors wore almost all of the forbidden materials. 
Connections between social status and clothing were essential to the perform-
ance of nobility in the Midsummer Show since the success of the ‘playing’ of 



lords and ladies depended on the audience’s ability to interpret the fabrics 
and clothing they saw as producing noble status. Sumptuary legislation estab-
lished specific social categories in a clear hierarchy, yet the fluid possibilities 
of costume and performance created porous boundaries. In performing elite 
social identity, the boy lords claimed high status at the same time that they 
underscored social rank as a construct.

For the Midsummer Show, the companies chose to depict representations 
of nobility that drew on the expressive cultural meaning of other perform-
ances that featured royal and aristocratic figures, such as pageants and royal 
entries. The practice of setting a boy lord at the head of the company sug-
gests an overlap between local dramatic activity and the ritual and dramatic 
traditions of the civic triumph. This interaction appears in general structural 
aspects, such as the ceremonial procession of city officials and guilds in both 
types of performances. The citizens of Chester also had exposure to and ex-
perience with the specific use of children as elite figures in the civic triumph. 
An elaborate St. George’s Day pageant in 1610 that paid ‘homage to the kyng 
& prynce’, for example, centered on boys on horseback who sang and recited 
in the roles of allegorical figures.61 In its presentation of riding lords, the 
Midsummer Show mirrored the imagery of royal performance. The citizens 
of Chester created and celebrated their own figures of royal and elite status by 
setting the boy lords at the center of processional performance in the yearly 
Midsummer Show. The children served as self-reflexive mascots for the guilds 
when they functioned as a site for the expression of the companies’ idealized 
cultural and social identity and its association with royal power.

Whose ideal did the lords represent, however? Despite the Midsummer 
Show’s affiliation with forms of ‘ritualized communal drama’ that forged 
common political bonds, it was not a performance that imagined all Ches-
ter’s citizens as united and free of social hierarchy.62 Changes in the selection 
method for performers and the identity of specific children who played the 
boy lords reveal stratification within and among the companies. A shift took 
place in the recruitment of children for performance at about the same time 
that the companies began to appoint a boy to ride. Guild officials still held 
responsibility for finding the child actors, yet the evidence for contracted 
group roles and skilled boys disappears with the transition from naked boys 
and carnival figures to lords. The new roles did not require the memorization 
of lines or the performance of music and thus no longer demanded trained 
young performers. As early as 1578, instead of hearing auditions, guild mem-
bers began to ‘entreat’ fathers to provide their sons for the role of lord. In 
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1614 and 1626, for example, the Joiners, Carvers, and Turners spent money 
‘vppon mr Pilkinton when we went to entreat him that his sonne might Ride’ 
and on a ‘pynt of wyne in procuringe the Boy to Ryde’.63 Many of the com-
panies approached specific members of the community about having their 
sons play the lord. Documents sometimes preserve payments for the actual 
performance, but meetings over wine to speak with a particular boy’s father 
appear far more frequently. By the early seventeenth century this ‘entreating’ 
by the aldermen or stewards had become the common practice for obtaining 
a rider.

Only a few names of the boys’ fathers survive, but they hint at the identity 
of these children and suggest why the Chester guilds chose certain boys and 
not others to lead their companies in the Midsummer Show. For example, 
a sheriff ’s son rode for the Painters, Glaziers, Embroiders, and Stationers in 
1634.64 This suggests a preference for the son of a locally notable father. 
In 1578, the Smiths, Cutlers, and Plumbers spent money on ‘mr bauand 
requestinge his sonne to ryd at midsomer wach’.65 Richard Bavand appears 
elsewhere as a witness to mayoral documents and as a supporter of mayoral 
actions.66 The broader history of the period reveals Bavand to have been a 
member of one of Chester’s leading families, a rich merchant who himself 
served as mayor.67 Furthermore, in 1614 the Cordwainers and Shoemakers 
spoke to William Gamuell, the outgoing mayor of 1609, about his son rid-
ing at Midsummer.68 Gamuell was another former mayor and also head of 
Chester’s second-richest family, which was closely tied to the Bavands by mar-
riage.69 This implies a pattern to the selection of the boys based on local 
groupings of elite merchant families. The practice of recruiting the sons of 
men prominent in local political affairs to play the lord appears again in the 
Joiners, Carvers, and Turners’ records, in which Richard Bolland received 
payment in two consecutive years, 1629 and 1630, ‘to provyde necessaries 
for his sonne to Ryde for our Companie’ and ‘to furnish his boy for to ryde 
on Midsomer eve’.70 Bolland served as a steward of the company in 1625/6 
and 1631/2 and became alderman in 1637/8.71 His rise in office corresponds 
suggestively with the choice of his son to represent the Joiners’ lord. Despite 
the small sample size, these examples indicate that the guilds selected their 
riders with care to incorporate the boys’ ‘real’ status. Outside the realm of 
performance, the ‘lords’ were the sons of men who held positions of power in 
the companies and civic government of Chester.

The identity of the boy lords within the context of Chester points to pos-
sible motivations for the new performance practices that originate in local so-



cial trends. During the half-century between 1550 and 1600, Chester’s gov-
ernment came more and more to resemble a merchant oligarchy. A shrinking 
group held positions in its civic government, which increasingly relied on 
internal elections, and its trade was dominated by ever-smaller numbers of 
men.72 Yet Chester was not truly an oligarchy; despite their place among the 
city’s mercantile elite, these boys were not members of the nobility and gen-
erational continuity remained a valuable and sought-after goal.73 Increased 
emphasis on parental ‘training’ of children in the seventeenth century sug-
gests that the role of lord might have been seen as preparation for the boys’ 
future social and political roles.74 Entry into the most lucrative and presti-
gious guilds could only be obtained through social status, connections, and 
wealth.75 Considering this alongside the various serious problems that Ches-
ter faced in the early decades of the boy lords – unruly and mutinous troops, 
vagrancy and desertion, and widespread poverty, followed by repeated plague 
outbreaks – it comes as no surprise that the imagery of enduring authority 
was welcome to those who put on the Show. In addition to addressing im-
mediate familial and social concerns, the lord characters might have asserted 
Chester’s right to self-governance in the face of external pressure or expressed 
internal competition during the years of ‘prolonged factional division’ within 
the city.76 By mirroring the noble imagery of civic triumphs and pageants, the 
guilds could link a powerful father with his son in a generational bond of elite 
non-mercantile social status and masculine identity.77 Through their bodies, 
boys provided a physical connection and a creative space. If historical ideas 
about childhood represent a ‘social construct of dominant adult society’, then 
performance here depicted both the desired stability and the social aspiration 
of the guilds through the sons of already well-to-do families.78 Public per-
formance represented the Chester lords as suitable leaders in a time of crisis 
and after on an aristocratic model to an audience of the governed. Biological 
and imaginary lineage combined when these sons portrayed the inheritable, 
legitimate, noble authority desired by guild elites.

A visible discrepancy existed, however, between the costumed child lord 
of the Midsummer Show and the ‘true’ royal personages who appeared in tri-
umphs. Across England, costume and processionals contributed to the active 
dissemination of the idea of ‘rule by the rich’.79 The shapers of the Midsum-
mer Show wanted to associate themselves and the Chester leadership with an 
ideal of aristocracy that had been translated for the particular circumstances 
of their urban sphere. So the audience for the Midsummer Show might have 
accepted the desired image of the boy lord as a representation of authorized, 
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good leadership even as local, insider knowledge of the participants simultan-
eously provoked questions about the ability of costume or expensive clothing 
to accurately reveal the ‘true’ status of the wearer. If earlier sumptuary laws 
were attempts to control the production of status, then the Chester Midsum-
mer Show was one place to employ the resultant system of signs against trad-
itional and determinate social groupings. No mere ‘spectacle staged for visit-
ing crowds’, this performance addressed and expressed specific local concerns 
by sending a message to the high and low, the insider and outsider alike.80

The representation of the small sons of wealthy citizens as lords served as one 
way for groups to re-imagine themselves in the attempt to gain legitimacy and 
longevity in their rule and to promote an image of Chester as a place of order 
and affluence. At the same time, station and status were themselves revealed 
as fabrications; onlookers could decide for themselves how to understand the 
markers of nobility, both inside and outside the realm of performance. 

Thus in Chester, the participation of children in the Midsummer Show 
provided a vehicle for ideas about gender and social rank, revealing com-
plex local understandings of children and society in the process. When young 
boys played ‘naked boys’, performing in leather costumes, they represented an 
earlier, unconstructed self at the same moment that they were being dressed 
to conceal physical identity. In costuming ‘nakedness’ the Chester guilds es-
tablished a site beyond cultural definition, designating children as outside 
the hierarchical structure of society. Historical changes in Chester, however, 
reduced the appeal of the naked boys and costume would come to serve as 
an explicit marker for status. Rather than being depicted as stationless and 
ungendered, the bodies of boys who played lords became a site for the for-
mation and re-formation of the social order. In the process, the method of 
finding children to participate changed. Using their own children, the elite of 
the Chester guilds shaped a figure of high status in a ritualized ceremony of 
costuming in which elaborate garments and accessories that carried symbolic 
weight indicated to the viewer the social standing of the wearer. Aristocratic 
costumes that invoked cultural definitions of sumptuary law made this per-
formance of hierarchy possible. This in turn permitted guilds to display trans-
formed social identity and power, while gender and social status functioned 
together to transmit ideas about masculine, urban identity. In the instance 
of the boy lords, the sons of prominent men became the instruments of the 
companies’ social aspirations as they were manifested in aristocratic clothing. 
Through sumptuous costume, the guilds’ attitudes toward status were woven 
into gender and made visible. The expensive garments served as a substitute 



for the body underneath, transforming the boy or girl into a man or woman 
and concealing ‘true’ gender and social identity. Although the transition to 
boy lords in the Midsummer Show was not a literal displacing of the naked 
boys, it did mean a shift in representational practice and meaning. The lord 
characters were more desirable to civic authorities during a time of crisis, and 
kept their expressive power in an era of external pressure and internal conflict. 
Moving from outsider to insider, the ‘neutral’, ‘uncivilized’ body became a 
site for the merchant elite to symbolically establish a local ‘royalty’, although 
a problematic one. Combining the ritual and symbolism of the civic triumph 
with the sartorial freedom of the theater allowed the guilds of Chester to 
produce a social structure in which certain of their members held a higher 
status than might otherwise have been warranted; the boy lords literally put 
on the desired signs of nobility on behalf of specific members of the mercan-
tile community.
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